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Author’s Note 
 

Divorce is one of the most traumatic events a person can face.  Divorce involves the highest 
degree of emotion. There is a significant amount of case law and statutes that make the law on 
certain issues in divorce difficult to comprehend. It is even harder to predict how a judge would 
rule on those issues.   

The Nevada Divorce Guide is a map for those individuals looking for straight- forward ways of 
navigating the challenges of concluding a divorce with the end in mind.   

My thirty-four years of experience in family law has allowed me to write a guide that gives a 360 
degree view of the divorce process.  My hope is that by reading this guide, you can become 
familiar with the terminology and the requirements necessary to complete your divorce whether 
it starts out as a uncontested divorce (meaning all terms are mutually agreed upon) or a contested 
divorce (in which one or more terms are not agreed upon initially but later become resolved).  

This is the street guide with straight talk for real people who are not professionals in the divorce 
arena.   It is not meant to be a substitute for representation by a qualified divorce attorney, as the 
particular facts in any two cases are seldom the same.  You need to know how the law will apply 
to your particular set of facts. A family law attorney can help you with that. 

It is my intention that this guide minimizes your suffering and your expense in completing your 
divorce should you have to go through this painful journey. 

    

Gloria M. Petroni, Esq. 
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#1 Consider Marriage Counseling First 
 

While you may be considering divorce, you’re also likely to be wondering whether your marriage 
can be saved. If you find yourself dwelling on that question often—or if you’d simply like to settle 
your affairs more smoothly—it may be wise to consider counseling first. 

If you or your marriage partner is truly caught off guard by a request for a divorce, an intensive 
couple’s therapy workshop is often the key to both of you getting the communication tools you 
need to get through a divorce as logically and amicably as possible.   

Many individuals have a very difficult time accepting a divorce if he or she did not see it coming 
or does not understand why the other spouse wants a divorce.  However, many counselors and 
books advise that no ground for divorce should be stated as it only provides a breeding ground for 
debate and disagreement.  I personally believe that it depends on the couple.  Certainly many 
spouses would deny they had any part in the breakdown of the marriage. But other individuals 
would be better served by both parties meeting with a counselor or therapist who allows each 
person to speak, ask and be asked questions,  and to be heard in a respectful setting, which may 
help communication between the parties  and ease the anger that the “rejected” spouse feels.  A 
therapist can often be very helpful in helping the parties come to agreements needed to complete 
the divorce.   

While infidelity is not a ground for divorce in Nevada, the hurt feelings accompanying infidelity 
may need to be addressed in counseling.  The hurt feelings of the rejected party often make 
resolving a divorce difficult as that person is so angry or hurt that they are not mentally capable of 
making the major decisions necessary in a divorce.   

If you want a divorce, speak to a lawyer and a counselor first to make sure you are ready for a 
divorce, as most people have trouble imagining what emotions are involved in a divorce.  
Learning to live alone again can be extremely difficult.   

Most divorces in which the couples can communicate effectively result in lesser attorneys’ fees, 
shorter times to get resolution on the divorce issues, and a friendlier exit by both parties, which is 
preferable when children are involved. 

Benefits of Marriage Counseling 
In addition to potentially saving your marriage, counseling provides a number of other benefits 
that can make your divorce (or continued relationship) proceed in a smoother, more amicable 
fashion. These benefits include: 

• Developing better communication skills to help you repair your relationship 
 

• Calming anxiety and emotions surrounding the situation by providing a safe space to talk 
about it 
 

http://www.gloriapetronilaw.com/�
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• More easily coming to an agreement regarding the terms of your divorce if you decide to 
end your marriage 
 

• Allowing both sides to “come clean” about issues that have contributed to your 
deteriorating relationship 
 

• Negotiating behavioral terms to help you move ahead such as 1) rules for having 
discussions (like email requests for a meeting of the parties, 2) the subject matter of the 
discussion, 3) rules of engagement (such as neither person will drink at the meeting or it 
will be on a weekend morning or sometime when both parties are rested), 4) no name 
calling and, 5) how to discuss difficult subjects. 
 

•  Increasing the likelihood of an uncontested divorce (which results in significant less 
attorneys’ fees to both parties) rather than a contested divorce 

Creating an Action Plan 
If you decide stay together and try to work things out, a good counselor should be able to help 
you develop a solid action plan that is clear and definite in terms of expectations.  

An action plan should absolutely be in writing and could include any or all of the following: 

• Behavioral expectations 
•  

Transparency with regard to social behavior, finances, etc. 
o Discussions and information and access to documentation regarding  financial 

transactions 
o Checking cell phone activity and text messages 
o Communicating your schedule to the other party, and sticking to your schedule 
o Setting up a work hour budget in which you must leave the office by a certain time 
o Taking Breathalyzer or other drug tests 

 
• Accountability  including giving up credit card use if necessary, and sticking to a budget 

Checklist:  Is Marriage Counseling Right for You? 
Read through each list below and check off the phrases that describe you. 

Counseling May Help You If… 

� You still share a mutual respect for each other 

� You both are still able to see the good in each other 

� You believe that working on fixing what you have may be less risky that dealing with 
issues that may come with a new relationship with someone else 

http://www.gloriapetronilaw.com/�
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� The problems in your relationship are based on communication, finances, trust issues, or 
other issues you could potentially work through 

� You are still trying to decide whether divorce is the right choice or not 

� Your problems cause high emotions when discussed and you need/want a third party 
present to help coach you through it or referee the conversation 

� You and your spouse have discussed going to counseling before 

� One or both of you have attended counseling previously 

� You are both willing to go to counseling AND be truthful about what’s going on in your 
relationship 

Counseling May NOT Be Advisable It… 

� One or both of you is unwilling to be truthful about feelings and behavior 

� One or both of you blame the other and is completely unwilling to accept any 
responsibility or to change 

� Your spouse is physically abusive and continued association is unsafe (abuse is an issue for 
the abuser to work on in a specialized counseling program) 

� Your spouse is emotionally, verbally or psychologically abusive (because it may not be safe 
to talk about your feelings when you could be hurt later and blamed for what you said in 
counseling) 

� Other types of counseling (i.e., abuse counseling, addiction counseling, financial 
counseling or specialized communication training) might be more appropriate for your 
situation 

Counseling Resources 
Psychology Today 
Psychology Today provides a directory of therapists that is searchable by state. You can also search 
based on the type of counseling you need, including:  addiction, anger management, divorce, 
domestic abuse, family conflict, infidelity, relationship issues and more. 

Visit http://therapists.psychologytoday.com/rms/ for more information. 

The Gottman Institute 
According to the Gottman Institute, “Our research shows that to make a relationship last, couples 
must become better friends, learn to manage conflict, and create ways to support each other’s 
hopes for the future. Drs. John and Julie Gottman have shown how couples can accomplish this by 
paying attention to what they call the Sound Relationship House, or the seven components of 
healthy relationships.” Qualified therapists conduct retreats around the country throughout the 
year.  To learn more, visit www.gottman.com. 

http://www.gloriapetronilaw.com/�
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#2 Consult an Attorney 
 

Attorneys generally provide a one to two hour consultation for the purpose of educating you 
about your rights and for determining whether you and the attorney would be a good fit.  This  
meeting gives you the opportunity to ask your potential attorney questions about the divorce, 
legal separation or annulment process and about his or her individual qualifications. It is also a 
good opportunity to ask questions that will help you decide whether or not you are ready to move 
forward with a divorce, as the process requires a good deal of thought and preparation.  The 
consultation will also educate you as to the issues that must be resolved prior to concluding your 
divorce, and generally what the law is regarding each of those issues.   

Persistent problematic conduct is also a reason to consult an attorney. Even if you are not 
intending to divorce, you may want to meet with an attorney to make sure that your spouse 
cannot compromise your property rights by continuing patterns of behavior, such as the accrual 
of significant debt on a regular basis.   

Even if you don’t end up hiring an attorney to handle your divorce, the information you receive 
will allow you to understand the basics of divorce law as it applies to your particular situation. 
This information can help you avoid land mines and open up multiple scenarios for settlement 
options. 

Also, keep in mind that a consultation with an attorney will be very subjective. The counsel you 
receive will be based on the individual attorney’s experience and how he or she analyzes the facts 
as you present them. If the first consultation does not make you feel that you will be protected 
and given useful information, seek a consultation with another lawyer. 

In What State (or County) Do You Need an Attorney? 
Before setting up a consultation with a local attorney, be sure you are looking for one in the right 
state! 

You may seek divorce in any state of which you are a resident. If your children live in another 
state, or the children have recently moved, you will need to check to see what state has 
jurisdiction over the children. To seek a divorce in Nevada, you must have lived here for six weeks 
even if your spouse lives in another state. 

Different states have different laws as to custody, alimony, separate property, etc. If your marriage 
is in trouble, you should check with a lawyer if you are thinking of moving to another state. 

If you live in a different county or state from your spouse, you may file where you reside or where 
your spouse resides. However, if you file first and your spouse wants to move the case to where 
he/she lives, the case could be moved.  One of the issues will be where the property to be divided 
is located, and where there would be the most witnesses or other information necessary to the 
divorce.  Whatever state or county you are in, the Resources for Finding an Attorney section will 
help you find a lawyer in the right place! 

http://www.gloriapetronilaw.com/�
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Checklist:  Attorney Consultation—What to Bring 
Because you want to receive the best advice possible and get a sense of how your prospective 
lawyer might represent you, it is important to come prepared so your time is not wasted.   

You want to bring current information as to what each party earns, as well as business income tax 
returns (if a business interest is owned by the parties), and a chronology about important events 
in the marriage that could be relevant in assessing your rights and obligations.   

For example, it is important to note when a party started getting ill, or quit a job, or attended 
rehab, or went to school during the marriage, and how much it cost. A list of property that you 
think might be the separate property of either party other than furniture and furnishings such as 
cash accounts, retirement accounts, stocks and bonds, real property, and so forth would also be 
important.  Issues related to alimony and separate property interests are among the most 
controversial issues to resolve.   

Here’s the short list of what to bring to your initial consultation: 

1. Individual tax returns for the past three years 

2. Business tax returns for the past three years (if applicable) 

3. Current pay stubs for you and your spouse 

4. A financial statement, which could be a list of the assets and liabilities as you know them 
or 

5. Court Financial Disclosure completed by you or your spouse 

6. A chronology which sets forth important time lines such as if a spouse stopped working, 
or when a business was started prior to or during the marriage, or an inheritance received 

7. Copies of any documents which establish a separate property interest in property owned 
by either of you (separate property is property owned by either of you at date of marriage 
or received during the marriage through gift or inheritance or as a profit or rent of the 
separate property of either of you.   This would include any pre-nuptial or post-nuptial 
agreements.  
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Checklist:  Attorney Consultation—Issues to Discuss  
During your initial consultation you should discuss the following topics as they apply to you. Put 
a check mark by each item you will need to discuss. 

□ Termination of marriage 

□ Legal separation  

□ Annulment 
 
Children 

□ Custody of any minor children  

□ Permanently moving with  children out of Nevada 

□ Parenting plan detailing custody and visitation schedule 

□ Child support 

□ Extraordinary expenses related to minor children 

□ Life insurance to secure unpaid child support or automatic withholding for support 

□ Child-care expenses 

□ Health insurance on minor children 

□ Dependency exemptions on minor children 

□ Uncovered medical expenses for minor children 
 
 
Property Issues 

□ Real property: marital home, and rental properties 

□ Time shares 

□ Retirement plans (401ks and IRAs 

□ Federal, state, or military pensions (FERS, CSRS, TSP 

□ Business interests including professional practices 

□ Bank accounts/Investments/Stock 

□ Intangible property: copyrights, patents, trademarks 

□ Separate property assets 

□ Community interest in a separate property asset  
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Other Issues 

□ Alimony 

□ Health insurance on the parties 

□ Pets  

□ Personal property division 

□ Assets without titles such as  furniture 

□ Assets with titles such as vehicles, aircraft, watercraft, tools, electronics, etc. 

□ Exchange date for personal property 

□ Division of marital debt including IRS liability 

□ Division of debt incurred during the marriage but secured by real property 

□ Reimbursement of community property monies paid to service separate debt  

□ Property settlement equalization so each receives about half the community assets 
and liabilities  

□ Life insurance to secure unpaid alimony 

□ Temporary orders for support 

□ How to file taxes for the last and current year 

□ Social security benefits 

□ Right to retire if you earn more money than your spouse but you are near retirement 
age  

□ Claims for injuries to you or property (torts) by spouse 

□ Waste  

□ Hidden assets 

□ Restoring your maiden name 

□ Attorney’s fees 
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Checklist:  Attorney Consultation—Questions to Ask  
Here are some frequently asked questions about divorce you may consider prior to your 
consultation: 

1. Timeframe—Based on my situation, how long will my divorce take to settle? It depends 
upon whether your divorce is considered contested or uncontested. 

2. Implications of Contested vs. Uncontested—Uncontested divorce means that all terms 
of the divorce will be agreed upon.  Contested divorce (which most divorces are initially) 
means that one or more terms are not agreed upon by the parties, and the parties need a 
process to help them resolve those issues in dispute.   

(a) Uncontested Divorce- If a divorce is truly uncontested, a Marital Settlement 
Agreement can be drafted along with other documents and they can be submitted to the 
court. The judge will sign a decree of divorce without any court appearance.  This is the 
simplest, fastest, and cheapest way to conclude your divorce.  

(b) Contested Divorce- The issues that may initially be in dispute are generally physical 
custody, visitation, child support, alimony and allocation of debts and valuation and 
allocation of assets.  If any one of those issues is not resolved in writing in the Marital 
Settlement Agreement, a divorce cannot be completed.  Some divorces that involve 
complex issues such as business valuations or tracing of separate property interests can 
take nine months to a year to complete if the parties cannot agree and have to seek the 
assistance of the judge to rule on certain issues. 

3. Social Security Benefits- What do I need to know about the “ten year entitlement period 
for social security benefits”? If  a person is married for ten years or more, a divorced 
spouse may seek social security benefits based upon the social security account of his or 
her former spouse as long as the spouse seeking the higher benefits does not remarry.  
This is a federal entitlement and does not reduce the social security benefit of the spouse 
with the higher social security entitlement.  

4. Critical Dates- Are there any critical dates coming up, such as a major surgery, or 
litigation which would affect my divorce (such as a personal injury lawsuit or employment 
litigation) that I am involved in?  There are times when a divorce needs to be postponed 
until a critical event passes since the outcome of the critical event will have a significant 
impact on the divorce. For example, if a business creditor is suing Husband and he has 
personally guaranteed a $1 million debt, and the creditor is able to obtain a judgment 
against Husband individually, it will likely be a community debt that might have to be 
processed through bankruptcy prior to the divorce being filed.  

5. Custody Issues—Can I get joint physical custody or will my schedule allow it, and will it 
be best for the children.  Can I get primary /joint physical custody if my spouse has been 
staying at home with the children?   See Section #11 of this book regarding Custody.   

http://www.gloriapetronilaw.com/�
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6. Marital Waste—What is marital waste? Could either of us be accused of marital waste? 
See Section #19 of this book regarding Waste. 

7. Marital Home—Should I stay or move out of marital home? Should I try to keep the 
home or find another? What are the consequences of each option? See Section #20 of this 
book regarding Moving Out or Keeping Your Marital Home. 

8. Medical Conditions—Do I have a health condition that has not been diagnosed that may 
affect my ability to work?  Has this been adequately documented?  Does my spouse 
contend he or she cannot work, and can this be challenged? 

9. Big Ticket Items—Are there any projects I should complete (i.e., remodel, deferred 
medical issues, etc.) before I file for divorce? 

10. Employment Issues—Do I need to get a job? Do I need to go back to school in order to 
be prepared to get a better job? 

11. Prenuptial Agreement—If I have a prenuptial agreement are there any important dates I 
need to be aware of? 

12. Alimony—Will I need to pay alimony? Will I be able to receive alimony? See section #21 
of this book regarding Alimony. 

13. Business Valuation—How do I estimate the value of our/my business? How can I keep 
control of my business? Who gets the business? See Section #6 of this book regarding 
Characterization and Valuation of Assets and Liabilities. 

14. Separate Property—If I owned separate property prior to the marriage, how will it be 
treated in the divorce? Will I be able to keep it? What type of documents do I need to 
prove up my separate property?   See Section #6 of this book regarding Characterization 
and Valuation of Assets and Liabilities.   

15. Controlling or Protecting Assets—What do I need to know about controlling and 
protecting my assets? Is there anything I need to do right now? What is an injunction and 
do I need to get one? What protective measures can I take to protect assets from a spouse 
with an addiction? Tell me about the Ex Parte Mutual Restraining Order? 

16. Costs of Divorce—How much will a divorce cost? What are my options for funding it? 

17. Financial Safety—How do I handle joint accounts, including bank accounts, investment 
accounts and credit cards? What am I allowed to do or not allowed to do? Do I need to 
change names on bills, property or other assets? 

18. Where to File—In what state should I file for divorce? In what county should I file? What 
are the pros and cons of where I file? 

19. Results-- Based on what you know so far, how do you think a judge would rule on my 
case? 

http://www.gloriapetronilaw.com/�
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Checklist:  Attorney Consultation—About the Attorney 
In addition to getting your divorce questions answered, the purpose of your consultation is also to 
interview the attorney you may potentially hire. In cases involving a high net worth, business 
ownership, living trusts, significant real estate holdings or custody, you must be sure your 
attorney has sufficient experience to advise and represent you. It is your job to ask the questions 
to uncover their qualifications (or lack thereof).  

Circle the number of the questions below that you should be asking your potential attorney. 

1. Will you give me your cell phone number in case of emergencies? What do you consider 
an emergency? (At Petroni Law, you are given the cell phone number of Gloria Petroni, 
since emergencies don’t always happen during work hours.) 

2. Do you specialize in divorce or is it just one part of your practice? 

3. Are you a certified Family Law Specialist or member of the AAML (American Academy of 
Matrimonial Lawyers)? 

4. What percentage of your time is spent in the area of divorce? 

5. What types of divorces do you handle? (contested, uncontested, custody issues, etc.) 

6. Do you take cases to trial if necessary? 

7. What is your experience in dealing with the type of issues I have in my case? 

8. What are you best at (i.e., negotiation, responsiveness, financial strategies, etc.)? 

9. What is your strategy for my case? 

10. How responsive are you? When can I expect to hear back after a phone call or email? 

11. Who will be handling my case? Will I work directly with attorneys or with non-attorney 
staff members? Whom will I work with in the office and at court? 

12. What will the divorce cost me? How will I be billed? What are my options for payment? 

13. How comfortable are you with creating and analyzing financial statements? 

14. What experience do you have with businesses in a divorce?  

15. What experience do you have with dividing real estate assets? 

16. What experience do you have with dividing collectibles, venture capital interests, stock 
option portfolios, and retirement benefits? 

17. What experience do you have dealing with senior issues, incompetency or guardianship of 
incompetent adults? 

 

*NOTE:  If you have a financially complex case and/or are dealing with emotionally charged 
issues, it is recommended that you consult with a lawyer with a higher level of specialization such 
as a Family Law Specialist.  
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REQUEST A CONSULTATION 
At Petroni Law you’ll always work directly with me, Gloria Petroni. If you’d like to discuss the 

details of your divorce with me, even if you’re not sure you’re ready to move forward, a 
consultation is a great way to get started. You’ll gain valuable information about the divorce 

process as it relates to your particular issues and will have the chance to determine whether we 
can work well together.   

To schedule your consultation today, please call: 
(775) 455-4070 

 
 

Why Hire a Family Law Specialist? 
This Nevada State Bar family law specialty designation requires experience in family law, 
continuing education in the field and recommendations from family law judges and family law 
attorneys. The lawyer must pass a rigorous exam and continue their education annually. 

Hiring an attorney who is a Family Law Specialist means that attorney is in the top 1% of their 
field. Consequently, it means the attorney has developed an expertise in family law through 
hundreds of family law cases. 

Family law is both dynamic and complex.   A competent family law attorney must know not only 
the state divorce laws but also state and federal laws in related fields such as tax, real property, 
trusts and estates, business law, retirement and insurance. No area of the law has a greater 
enduring impact on client lives than that of family law.   
 
Family Law Specialists are also in a position to provide divorce services for less complicated 
divorces on a cost-effective basis. Their experience and concentration in family law allow them to 
manage their law practices very efficiently and to charge competitive fees while providing high 
quality legal representation. 
 
To find a Family Law Specialist in your area, visit www.nvbar.org.  
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#3 Develop a List of Goals with Your 
Attorney 
 

A well-planned divorce begins with a list of goals. The goals for everyone will be different. Not 
everyone wants the same thing. No two marital estates are quite alike. So it is important to go 
over everything with your attorney and establish some goals you’d like to achieve right from the 
beginning. 

The checklist below is a good starting point to get you thinking about some of the goals you 
already know you’d like to achieve. As you read through the rest of the book, revisit this section 
and add to your goals as you begin to understand more about the divorce process and what you 
may be able to achieve. 

Checklist: Setting Goals for Your Divorce 
Write down the topics you want to discuss with your attorney including your goals for your 
divorce.  At Petroni Law, we believe that it is best if you develop your own solutions as we give 
you options for resolution of your case.  The sooner you know what your goals are, the sooner 
your attorney can assist you in getting you what you want.   

Yes No Potential Goals 

  I want to develop a budget for my case. 

  I want to keep our marital home. 

  I want to sell our marital home and get cash out of it. 

  I want to complete medical procedures before our divorce is final. 

  I want to complete a remodel or other significant project before the divorce is 
final. 

  I want to walk away with a very specific amount of cash. 

  There are specific assets I absolutely want to keep. 

  I have separate property I want to keep. 

  I want to sell (or make my spouse sell) a business. 

  I want to keep a business. 

  I want joint physical custody of our child(ren). 

  I want sole physical custody of our child(ren). 

http://www.gloriapetronilaw.com/�
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Yes No Potential Goals 

  I want child support. 

  I want alimony 

  I want specific debts to be paid off out of the marital estate before the divorce 
is final. 

  I want to be compensated for my spouse’s marital waste. 

  I want orders issued to prevent my spouse from taking certain actions with 
regard to our finances. 

  I want to keep ownership or access to certain benefits or points accounts (i.e., 
gym or other memberships, , air mileage points, credit card points, etc.) 

  I want to make sure my spouse pays his or her share of the debt without 
hurting my credit 

  I want to retire in five years or less 

  Other: 

  

If you discover that you’re unsure about some of the statements above, you’ll be clearer as you 
continue to read. As you begin to clarify your goals, be sure to come back and record them here. 

NOTE:  It is also wise to discuss your goals with your accountant to make sure you understand the 
tax implications of your goals and actions. 

 
.  
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#4 Learn the Contested Divorce Process 
 

In order to navigate the divorce process, you must first understand each step. This section will 
walk you through the basics so you’ll know what to expect as you go along.  You will be involved 
in the contested divorce process if you and your spouse are unable to resolve all the issues in your 
divorce and either of you wish to push the divorce process to conclusion.   

Checklist:  Steps in the Contested Divorce Process 
 
Step #1:  Start the Divorce 
The divorce process begins when a Complaint for Divorce is filed with the court.  If your spouse 
files the Complaint, you are referred to as the Defendant and vice versa. 

Step #2:  Respond to Divorce 
If your spouse started the divorce by having you served with a Summons and Complaint, you will 
need to respond by filing certain documents with the court.   You may also need to respond if you 
started the divorce, and your spouse filed an Answer and Counterclaim. 

Step #3:  Temporary Orders 
A judge can issue temporary orders regarding custody, child support, spousal support, possession 
of the marital home and finances. Motions for temporary orders may need to be filed prior to the 
Case Management Conference in your case.  

Mutual Financial Restraining Order—Filed with Divorce or Separation Package 
These orders are mutual and maintain the status quo, meaning no changes or withdrawals are 
allowed as to pensions, financial accounts, or insurance.  This order prohibits loans and sale of 
assets without the consent of the other party or court order. Without a mutual financial 
restraining order, assets can be sold without you knowing or large loans can be obtained which 
could be deemed to be community loans which you may be liable to pay. There is no downside to 
filing one. However, temporary restraining orders can only be filed after the complaint for divorce 
is filed.  

Other Temporary Orders—Determined at Early Case Management Conference 
At the first meeting with the judge, called the Early Case Management Conference, the judge has 
authority to determine if one party may have exclusive possession of the home, forcing the other 
to leave the marital residence. A judge’s temporary order may award temporary spousal support, 
and enter custody and visitation orders for the children as well as temporary child support.   It 
may also order assets sold at this time.  It may order legal fees and costs to be paid by one party to 
the other or liquidation of an asset for legal fees and cost.  A date for a Settlement Conference is 
set at this time.   
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Temporary Orders Based on Financial Disclosure Forms 
The court will require a court approved financial disclosure form to be completed by each of the 
parties before a temporary custody or support order is issued.  The parties may request 
documents both prior to this time and at this time and later regarding information that is relevant 
to issues involved in the divorce.   

A spouse often refuses to provide information to you until a divorce action is filed and that spouse 
is informed by his or her attorney that he or she must voluntarily provide all relevant information 
to the other side. This is called discovery.   

Step #4:  Financial Disclosure (Due 30 Days after Defendant Files an Answer) 
Most discovery requirements for family court cases can be found in Nevada Rule of Civil 
Procedure 16.2. This rule requires both parties to file a General Financial Disclosure Form within 
30 days of when Defendant files an Answer. If the parties have significant income, assets, or own a 
business, a Detailed Financial Disclosure Form is required. The court can sanction a party for not 
filing the required Financial Disclosure Form or for intentionally omitting an asset or liability on 
the form.  

This form will be used to determine your income for alimony and child support purposes, and for 
determination of what party will pay what bills.  It is critical that you and your attorney have a 
thorough and complete Financial Disclosure on your behalf and on your spouse’s behalf.   

Step #5:  Early Case Conference (within 90 Days of When Defendant Files an 
Answer) 
The court will set a Case Management Conference when Defendant files an Answer. The purpose 
of this hearing is for the judge, you and your spouse, and your attorneys to discuss the issues 
involved in the case, what issues are resolved and unresolved, the possibility of a prompt 
settlement, to arrange for discovery disclosures, and to develop a discovery plan. You will receive 
a notice in the mail when this hearing is set.  

Step #6:  The Discovery Process 
Discovery refers to the disclosure of financial and other documents and/or witnesses, to the other 
party and his or her attorney. There are a number of ways discovery can be conducted. Because 
each case is different, there is no "standard" way to do discovery.  

It is imperative that you provide your attorney every document you can that will help your case.  
An uncooperative client that does not review documents that are provided by the other side, or 
that does not provide the documents he or she has access to, is not assisting in his or her divorce 
case.  

Step #7:  The Settlement Conference 
By this court date, you and your spouse should have completed exchanging all the information 
you each need to understand the issues that must be resolved in order to complete the divorce.  
Each party is required to file with the court a Settlement Conference Statement that sets forth the 
issues that are in dispute, the facts surrounding the dispute, and the relevant law.  Nearly all cases 
are resolved at this point.  In some cases, more than one Settlement Conference is held.   
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With the help of the court at the Settlement Conference, the parties must come to mutual 
agreement. One of the attorneys drafts a Marital Settlement Agreement that provides for custody, 
visitation, child support, alimony or alimony waiver, and property and debt division.  

This Marital Settlement Agreement, once signed, is generally incorporated into a Decree of 
Divorce whereby its terms become part of a court order in which the parties are legally divorced, 
and required to comply with the terms of the Decree of Divorce.  If you and your spouse cannot 
settle the terms of your divorce during one or more Settlement Conferences, you may end up 
going to trial and having the judge make one or more decisions on your behalf. 

Step #8:  Set a Trial Date (If Necessary) 
If the parties cannot resolve the issues through mediation or settlement conferences, the judge 
will set a trial.  Discovery must be completed well before an Evidentiary Hearing or Trial so that 
both parties and the judge know what evidence will be presented. Each party usually must file a 
Trial Statement prior to trial, summarizing the relevant facts and law as to each unresolved issue 
being submitted to the court for resolution.    

Going to Trial 
Because of the expense involved in going to trial, most cases do not go to a contested trial.    The 
expense is based upon the amount of time involved in preparation for the trial, including the 
writing of the Trial Statement, getting necessary exhibits ready for trial, preparing witnesses and 
or/experts, and preparing you to testify at trial. There are cases that are either of a complex nature 
such as valuation or division of business interests, or contested custody cases, which end up going 
to trial.  The court may make a decision at the time of trial or, more likely, it will take the matter 
under submission after it has heard all the evidence and then render a written decision on the 
contested issues.    

Step #9:  Finalize the Divorce 
Finalizing the divorce is an important step in the divorce process.  In general, a divorce is not final 
until the judge signs a Decree of Divorce and the Decree is filed with the Clerk of the Court. Next, 
a copy of the Decree must be served to the opposing party along with a file-stamped copy of a 
Notice of Entry of Judgment. A Decree of Divorce is the document makes the terms of your 
written Marital Settlement Agreement an enforceable court order.  
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#5 Create an Inventory of Assets and 
Collect Financial Records 
 

One of the most difficult parts of the divorce process is the division of assets between the two 
parties. Before assets can be divided, you and your spouse must create an inventory of ALL the 
assets you own and indicate whether they are held jointly or only in the name of one party.   

The next step is to determine if any of the assets were owned prior to the marriage, or were 
inherited or gifted to one of the spouses during the marriage.  This information is important as it 
will help you compile the information you’ll need to fill out the General or Detailed Financial 
Statement Forms that are required by the court. 

Be sure to identify assets that were gifts to just you or your spouse, such as Christmas gifts, 
birthday gifts, inheritances or property owned prior to marriage.  

When creating an inventory, try to obtain the title document to the asset to confirm how title to 
the asset was taken since title is often critical in determining who will end up with the asset.   

It is also important to gather and secure any and all documents relating to inheritances, property 
owned by you prior to this marriage, documents regarding debts owned by the other spouse prior 
to marriage, prenuptial agreements,  post-nuptial agreements, and business agreements, such as 
purchase agreements, buy-sell agreements etc.   

Gather all documents regarding debt that is secured by vehicles or real estate, as well as credit 
card debt.   It is important to determine who is contractually liable to a third party for payment of 
a debt.  A debt may be a community debt if it was incurred during the marriage, but only one 
spouse may be liable on the contract to pay with the third party. 

Because personal property records are not typically kept by third parties for longer than a few 
years, sometimes up to seven years, you’ll need to round up original receipts or sales agreements 
where possible. Personal property you have acquired through inheritance may be traceable to 
probate, trust or other estate documents. 

Checklist:  Inventory of Assets 
For each item listed below, you should include the name of the asset (i.e., 2013 Honda Accord or 
Rental Home at 5901 Orlando Ave.), estimated current value, existing debt associated with it, and 
who is on the title (i.e., is it held jointly or separately).  Check off each item you own and make 
notes as to its value and ownership. Put a STAR * next to each item for which you have the 
original purchase documents. Collect those documents and keep them in a secure 
location. 

Financial records are important in order to establish the original purchase price of assets, to 
estimate the gain or loss in relation to current market value, to estimate potential tax 
implications, and to establish ownership. After seven years, financial institutions are no longer 
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required to keep record. If you don’t collect and protect them, these important financial records 
could be destroyed or lost. 

Personal Property 
� Jewelry 
� Phones 
� Computers/laptops/tablets 
� Collections 
� Photography/video equipment 
� Golf or gym memberships 
� Furniture 
� Tools/power tools 
� Cleaning equipment 
� China and crystal 
� Inherited items 
� Car/boat/motorcycle 
� Recreational equipment 
� Recreational vehicles 
� Pets 
� Artwork 
� Home décor 
� Credit card points 
� Airline mileage point 
� Gift cards or other awards 
� Other  

Real Estate 
� Single family homes 
� Apartment buildings 
� Rental properties 
� Commercial buildings 
� Vacant land 
� Timeshares 
� Mineral rights 
� Leases 
� Options to purchase land or real estate 
� Other 

Investments and Retirement Accounts* 
� IRAs 
� Roth IRAs 
� SEP IRAs 
� 401K plans 
� Pension plans 
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� Stocks and options 
� Whole Life insurance 
� Real Estate Investment Trusts 
� Health Savings Accounts or Flexible Spending Accounts 
� Employment benefits (i.e., accrued vacation or sick pay that can be converted to cash, 

stock options, Health Savings Accounts at work) 
� Other 

*Retirement accounts funded with funds earned during the marriage is community property, 
regardless of whose name the pension is in and it can be divided without creating a taxable event, 
by way of a specific court order like a Qualified Domestic Relations Order.   Investments made 
during the marriage with money earned during the marriage is community property regardless of 
whose name is on the account. 

Bank Accounts 
� Checking—joint, separate, business 
� Savings—joint, separate, business 
� CDs (certificates of deposit) 
� Money Market Accounts 
� Margin accounts 
� Other 

List of Debts*  
� Credit cards 
� Car loans 
� Home loans 
� Second trust deeds 
� Home equity lines of credit 
� Mortgages on investment property 
� Tax or contractor liens against real property 
� Funds owed to friends, family or business associates 
� Unpaid state or IRS income taxes** 
� Unpaid property taxes 
� Unpaid business or payroll taxes 
� Other business debts 
� Other 

* For each item above, obtain a copy of the document establishing the debt to determine if you 
are jointly liable or if only one spouse is liable for the debt as a matter of contract law. 

**Spouses are generally jointly liable for community income and income tax on it despite how the 
income was actually divided by the parties. 
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Business Interests 

� Office equipment 
� Office buildings 
� Office furniture 
� Equipment and supplies required for day to day operations 
� Leases and other rental agreements 
� Vendor/supplier contracts’ 
� Employee/contactor agreements 
� Licensing agreements 
� Patents 
� Trademarks 
� Buy and sell options 
� Email and mailing lists 
� Intellectual property 
� Phone numbers 
� Websites and other internet properties 
� Business systems 
� Software 
� Other 

Checklist:  Resources for Finding Documents 
In the event records are not immediately accessible, here is a list of places to search for them both 
in your own records and with third parties. 

� Financial institutions 
� County recorder’s office 
� County tax assessor’s office 
� Computer files 
� Email accounts 
� Accountant  
� Title companies 
� Home files 
� Business files 
� Client, vendor or partner files 
� U.S. Patent and Trademark office 
� QuickBooks and Quicken files 
� Tax returns 

Keep in mind that if you are not the spouse working at the business, your taking financial records 
or other documents could be viewed as damaging to the business. You can, however, make copies. 
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What to Do with the Documents Once You Have Them 
Once you locate documents, copy or scan them so that you have your own copy. If the documents 
belong to your spouse or to another institution, be sure to return their copy. Store them in a 
secure location for safekeeping where they cannot be moved, deleted or stolen. 

How Do You Know All Assets and Debts Have Been 
Disclosed? 
Most debts like credit cards, mortgages and business loans will appear on a credit report. Each 
party should be required to obtain and provide a credit report in order to confirm that all debt has 
been disclosed. 

On the other hand, it isn’t uncommon for spouses to hide assets before a divorce. If a debt related 
to an asset is not the type that would show up on a credit report, you may need to do some 
research. The longer a spouse has been planning for divorce, the more likely it is that they have 
hidden some assets. 

Here are a few tips to help you discover hidden assets: 

1. Don’t Be Fooled by Decoys.  If your spouse has planned well and hidden some assets, it 
is likely they’ve planned on you finding a few. Don’t be satisfied after finding a significant 
but insubstantial amount hidden away. It could be a decoy to draw your attention away 
from off shore or out of state accounts containing far greater amounts. 
 

2. Look for Clues in Tax Returns.  Look for schedules for rental property expenses or 
depreciation. Look for interest, commission, or dividend income that could indicate 
accounts or activities not otherwise disclosed.  
 

3. Look for Clues in Business Records.  Are there any payments for assets or expenses you 
were not aware of? Are there contributions to retirement plans that haven’t been 
disclosed? Are expenses unusually high (allowing for income to be diverted elsewhere or 
for the purpose of devaluing the business)? If a business was sold, was the price reasonable 
or is it likely your spouse will be getting more from the buyer a few years down the road? 
 

4. Look for Clues in Bank and Investment Accounts.  Are there payments made in small 
increments over time that could have been put into a hidden account? Have payments 
been made to friends or family members under the pretense that they have worked for the 
business (but the intent is to get the money back later)? Are there any withdrawals that 
look unusual according to normal spending patterns? 
 

5. Look for Clues in Paychecks.  Is any income being deferred until after the divorce? Are 
bonuses or commissions being deferred? Is it possible that your spouse is up for a 
promotion or raise but has negotiated that it wait until after your case is closed? Is your 
spouse spending far more than they earn but not using credit cards? Where is that money 
coming from?   
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#6 Create a Balance Sheet 
 

The division of assets and liabilities between the parties must be accomplished in a near equal 
division. In order to divide the assets fairly evenly between the two of you, the first step is 
determining exactly what assets you possess that must be divided. You should use the 
checklists in the previous chapter to help you determine all your assets and liabilities and 
compile them into an initial list.  

Once you’ve taken inventory of all the assets owned by either or both of you—both assets held 
jointly and assets held as separate property—the next step is to create a balance sheet. 

The basic components of a balance sheet look like this: 

Assets 
Valued 

By: 
Value 
Date: 

Total 
Value 

Community Separate 

Husband Wife Husband Wife 

Cash & 
Equivalents 

       

Investments        

Business 
Interests 

       

Receivables        

Deposits        

Real 
Property 

       

Vehicles        

Equipment        

Personal 
Property 

       

Retirement 
Accounts 

       

Life 
Insurance 

       

Totals 
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Assets 
Valued 

By: 
Value 
Date: 

Total 
Value 

Community Separate 

Husband Wife Husband Wife 

Debts        

Long-term 
Debts 

       

Consumer 
Debts 

       

Totals        

Net Equity        

Equalizing 
Note 

       

Equalized 
Equity 

       

Valuation and Characterization of Assets and Liabilities  
As you fill out the balance sheet, you’ll need to identify each asset, agree upon its current value, 
determine who owns it (is it community or separate property) and determine the dollar value to 
assign to each person.   

Notice the two columns titled “Valued By” and “Value Date”. The “Valued By” column is to be 
used to record the name of the party who provided the information about current value. For 
example, if you referred to Kelly Blue Book to determine the value of a vehicle, you would write 
“Kelly Blue Book”. If you had jewelry appraised, you’d write the name of the appraiser. In the 
“Value Date” column, you would record the date the item was appraised or the date on which you 
checked the market value for the item. Items that have been valued months or years prior to the 
divorce may have changed value. These figures are also useful if an asset must be sold and there is 
the potential for incurring capital gains or losses that might affect the marital estate or individual 
estates after the divorce has been finalized. 

In the “Community” and “Separate” columns, you’ll determine what portion of each asset’s value 
is community property or separate property and what portion will be allocated to each spouse. 
Separate property is “non-community property” assets and liabilities which include the following:   

1. Assets acquired and liabilities incurred by either party by non-inter-spousal gift, bequest, 
devise or descent and assets acquired in exchange for such assets. 

2.  All income derived from non-community assets during the marriage  
3. Assets and liabilities excluded from community assets and liabilities by valid written 

agreement of the parties, and assets acquired and liabilities incurred in exchange for such 
assets and liabilities 
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Separate property is very tricky and parties will often need the help of an attorney or accountant 
to guide them as to the law on whether the separate property asset is still separate property at the 
end of the marriage.  There is a significant amount of case law where different facts resulted in 
different treatment of the separate property.   

You cannot assume that since you owned an asset prior to the marriage that it is still considered 
separate property.  

Property owned prior to marriage does not necessarily remain separate property in the divorce.  If 
a separate property asset had a loan on it that was paid in part by community earnings during the 
marriage, even if the spouse’s name is not on the property, the spouse may have community 
interest in the asset.  

On the other hand separate property may be traced into real estate, under certain circumstances, 
even if the real property was placed into joint tenancy; and cash or stocks and bonds, if kept 
separate (as in a separate account) could still have retained its separate character and will be 
awarded as separate property to the spouse who owned it at date of marriage, or who inherited it.  
Personal property such as bank accounts, and vehicles are also subject to dispute as to their 
characterization, and there is considerable case law about division of these assets if community 
money is added to them or the title is vested as joint tenancy.   

Resource List 
Petroni Law has a list of appraisers that it uses for certain purposes, that are highly skilled, and 
can provide appraisals.   It is usually a better practice to come to an agreement that one appraiser 
will be hired to appraise an asset rather than both spouses hiring an appraiser and then having an 
argument about the difference between the two appraisals.   

Certified Residential Appraisers—These professionals specialize in the valuation of residential 
real estate, specifically single family homes.  To find an appraiser in your area, visit the National 
Association of Independent Fee Appraisers at http://www.naifa.com/?Find_An_Appraiser. 

Certified Commercial Appraisers—These professionals specialize in the valuation of 
commercial properties. To find an appraiser in your area, visit the National Association of 
independent Fee Appraisers at http://www.naifa.com/?Find_An_Appraiser.  

Real Estate Agents—Realtors® can also provide “comps” for your properties. “Comps” are 
properties similar to the ones you own that have recently sold in your area that represent the 
current market value. A Market Value Analysis of your home is often an acceptable alternative to 
paying for an appraisal. Find a licensed Realtor in your area by visiting 
http://www.realtor.com/realestateagents/. 

Business Valuators or Forensic Accountants—These professionals are CPAs that are licensed 
by the state. The business valuator determines the value of a business by investigating a 
company’s financial records and interviewing key personnel. They then prepare a summary report 
stated the estimated value of the business. Forensic accountants are particularly useful when you 
think your spouse has been hiding assets and you need someone to investigate the paper trail in 
order to find them. 
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#7 Get Control of Some Assets and 
Some Cash 
 

During your divorce you will need to be able to take care of yourself without depending on your 
spouse—who may not be very supportive—for financial support. You’ll need to gather assets 
and/or cash in order to cover basic living expenses and legal fees as you begin and prepare to 
endure the divorce process. 

 You may apply for temporary alimony and child support, but it is often several months before 
you would receive a court order for support.  You will need to complete a financial disclosure 
form and file a motion for temporary alimony and or child support.   Then your spouse files his or 
her financial disclosure, along with a current paystub, evidencing his income, and files a response 
to your motion, and then you get one more reply and the court will then make a decision in 
usually several months.  

The checklist below provides some basic do’s and don’ts when it comes to moving, selling, and 
controlling assets. It is wise to consult your attorney about what you can and cannot do before 
you take any significant actions. 

Checklist:  Do’s and Don’ts When Controlling Assets 
 
Do: 

 Gather some assets, including cash, to cover legal, living and other expenses on your own 
during the divorce process.  Those assets under your control will have to be disclosed on 
the court approved financial disclosure form. 

 Open a bank account separate from your spouse.  At least six months bank statements will 
be provided to the other side soon after filing the complaint for divorce.  

 Ask an attorney about what you can and cannot do—you may be able to take half the 
marital community’s cash and deposit into your new account 

 Create a starting inventory of assets 

 Enlist a witness to participate in the inventory who can confirm the existence and location 
of hard assets in your home and/or your business 

 Record and disclose any movement or sale of assets 

 Get full market value for any assets you sell and get proof that it was fair market value.  
Caution in selling community assets right before or during the divorce as the burden will 
be on you to show that a reasonable sale for a reasonable price occurred 

 Account, in detail, for everything you take and where you have relocated it 
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Don’t: 

 Hide assets—it only makes you look worse when your activities are discovered 

 “Forget” to disclose assets as required 

 Make liquidations to family or friends or for less than fair market value (you could be 
liable to pay back the difference between market value and the sales price if you do) 

 Don’t make deals with family members to hide money for you or to buy assets from you 

 Don’t make deals in writing to capture more for the sale of a business (at a later date) than 
was outlined in the sales paperwork as this constitutes fraud  
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#8 Retitle Assets 
 

Certain assets should be in your own name in order to provide a measure of control and 
protection for you. Having assets in your name also affords you the benefit of privacy laws. For 
example, if you have your own bank account, you don’t have to worry about your spouse’s free 
access to those funds or other information about your account—it would violate privacy laws.  It 
also means your spouse cannot take money out of your account.  If you have your own phone, you 
don’t need to worry about your spouse disconnecting your service. During this emotional time, 
it’s important to be able to feel secure in your basic transactions, communications and daily 
activities. 

Checklist:  Things to Have in Your Name ONLY 
 

� Phone 
� Bank account  
� Credit card 

All the above records relating to your land line, cell phone, financial accounts and credit cards are 
discoverable. This means you should expect to have to give copies to the other side. On the bright 
side you will know what records you are providing to the other side without the other side having 
access to your phone, bank or credit card statements. 

How You Might Get into Trouble 
Keep in mind that retitling assets, especially something like a car, may give the wrong impression 
(i.e., that you are getting ready to sell the asset or that you tend to do things unilaterally). Keep in 
mind that assets purchased during the marriage with earnings, like a car, are considered 
community property. Who will eventually receive it is generally not final until the effective date of 
the divorce. 
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#9 Examine Options for Funding Your 
Divorce 
 

When it comes to handling your divorce, you have two options:  hire an attorney or do it yourself.  
Doing it yourself is clearly less expensive than hiring an attorney. If you hire an attorney, the cost 
of your divorce depends on whether your divorce is contested or uncontested.  

Contested divorce means that one or more issues in the divorce are not resolved.   

Uncontested means all issues are resolved in the divorce, and both parties can mutually submit 
the required paperwork for a mutually agreed upon divorce settlement and divorce decree. 

Many divorces start out as contested divorces but, through the help of skilled lawyers, become 
uncontested divorces after filing a divorce complaint but before trial. 

It is not a requirement to obtain a lawyer, but there are so many BIG mistakes you can make that 
it’s most often a wise choice to do so—especially if you have a large or complicated marital estate 
to divide. 

In any case, you will need to come up with funds to cover the costs of your divorce. Here is a 
checklist to help you plan how to accumulate those funds. There may be more options than you 
might expect! 

Checklist:  Options for Funding Your Divorce 
As you review the list below, check off all sources that may be available to you. Consider the 
possibility of combining more than one option to achieve your goal. 

� Community funds 
 

� Loan from a pension 
o A loan from your pension will have to be obtained prior to the entry of  Mutual 

Restraining Order and will likely result in an immediate payment monthly for debt 
service to the pension plan 

 
� Loan from family 

o This kind of loan should be documented with a promissory note.  (Loans from 
family members however, are often ignored by the court, treated as gifts from 
family, and/or not treated as real debt which needs to be repaid.) 

 
� Loan from a bank 

o It would be best to borrow from a bank or have a family member co-sign your loan 
if necessary.   
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� Liquidation of assets  
o Assets must be liquidated prior the entry of a Mutual Restraining Order 
o Make sure that you are getting full market value for the sale of the assets, or as 

close as you can, and avoid sales to friends or relatives as those sales will be 
suspect and must be explained and you could be held liable for an amount less 
than fair market value the asset is sold for 

 
� Credit cards 

o Credit cards are accepted by most lawyers. Credit card debt is often considered 
community property but may not be with regard to legal fees, especially if one 
party is spending $3,000 to pay their attorney and the other is spending $20,000. 
Consult your attorney on how you can expect this debt to be treated. 

 
� Payment plan with lawyer  

o Law firms, including Petroni Law, will set up payment plans with credit worthy 
individuals 
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#10 Consider Bankruptcy before Divorce 
 

After examining your ability to retain your marital home and creating an inventory of both assets 
and debts, it may become obvious that you are in perilous financial condition. If bankruptcy is 
something you’ve been considering, it is often best to declare bankruptcy before you divorce. Use 
the checklist below to determine if bankruptcy is something to discuss with your attorney. 

Checklist:  Should I Consider Bankruptcy? 
Check off each description below that is TRUE for you. 

� As a couple, we are struggling to pay our bills. 
� After the divorce, I will not be able to pay my credit card bills, mortgage, or car payments. 
� I/We are already behind on our house payment. 
� I/We are already behind on our credit card payments. 
� I/We are already behind on our car payments. 
� I/We have state or federal tax debts from previous tax years. 
� I/We have property tax or other liens against our home. 
� I/We have been receiving calls from creditors. 
� I/We have credit card debt that, based on our current income, will take more than five 

years to pay off. 
� I/We have received a Notice of Foreclosure on our home. 

If FOUR or more statements are true for you, please discuss the benefits of bankruptcy with your 
attorney. While your Family Law attorney may not be qualified to handle bankruptcy proceedings 
for you, they can refer you to competent attorneys to counsel you with regard to your specific 
situation. 

It is generally better to file for bankruptcy prior to the divorce. One spouse can file without the 
other, but there are complications with this route. Since the other spouse is not filing bankruptcy, 
they cannot claim bankruptcy exemptions. You could end up losing assets to the bankruptcy 
trustee while simultaneously depleting the community property. 

You should absolutely consult BOTH your divorce attorney AND a bankruptcy attorney prior to 
filing bankruptcy.  There may be reasons such as your occupation which make bankruptcy a poor 
choice that may cost you your job.  If that is the case consider debt resolution. That is a payment 
plan on a reduced basis for the payment of your credit cards.  Once you start this process, the 
interest on the credit cards is often stopped, and you can get into a monthly payment plan for an 
approximate 40% discount off the face of your credit cards.   
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DO YOU NEED A REFERRAL TO A BANKRUPTCY ATTORNEY OR 
WOULD YOU LIKE DEBT RESOLUTION OF UNSECURED DEBT 

WITHOUT HIRING A BANKRUPTCY ATTORNEY? 

If your checklist results suggest you should consider bankruptcy or debt resolution of unsecured 
debt without bankruptcy and you would like a referral to one or more Nevada attorneys, we’re 

happy to help. 

Please contact our office at (775) 455-4070 
for a referral today. 
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#11 Plan to Handle Custody Issues 
What You Need to Know About Custody 
When making decisions about custody it is essential that you understand the difference between 
legal custody and physical custody. 

Legal custody refers to parental decision-making over the child. The parent or parents with legal 
custody have the authority to determine how important decisions about the child will be made. If 
one parent is granted sole legal custody, then only that parent has the right to make decisions 
with regard to education, healthcare and the faith the child will be brought up in. Under joint 
legal custody, you will both share equally in the decision-making. Both of you will be expected to 
create a written parenting plan outlining the terms of access you will each have to the child(ren). 
There is a strong presumption on the part of the courts that parents will share joint legal custody.  
It would be extremely rare for joint legal custody not to be granted.  

Physical custody refers to the amount of time a child will spend with each parent. Joint physical 
custody implies that time will be split somewhat equally among the two parents. However, when 
children reside primarily with one parent and spend significantly more time with that parent, a 
primary custodial parent may be designated. This allows that parent to make day-to-day decisions 
regarding that child.   

Who is Most Likely to Get Custody? 
A court may award joint legal custody without awarding joint physical custody. While many 
people believe that the mother is favored when it comes to rewarding custody, this decision is 
often made at the discretion of the court and the law gives no legal preference to either parent. 
Your behavior and the statements you make can have an impact—either positive or negative—on 
the type of custody you are granted. 

We tend to see inconsistent results from judges in custody cases. Some judges start with the 
presumption of joint physical custody unless it can be shown to not be in the best interests of the 
child(ren). Other judges start with the presumption that the parent who has been the primary 
caretaker of younger children should continue if that parent is not working.  

Generally, if there are two good parents, and if either wants joint physical custody, it will likely be 
granted. It could be week on week off or alternating weekends with the rest of the week split on 
Tuesdays or Wednesdays. Joint physical custody requires the parent with less time to have at least 
40% of the time or it will not be deemed joint custody. 

The label of “physical custody” matters if a parent wants to alter the custody after the Decree of 
Divorce. It also makes a difference how child support is calculated. It also makes a difference as to 
the legal requirements for a proposed relocation of the minor(s). 
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Checklist – Preparing to Seek Custody 
Here is a checklist of important questions to answer as you prepare to seek custody: 

1. What type of physical custody—primary custody or joint custody—will you be seeking? 

2. Will your current work schedule accommodate the type of custody you want? 

3. Will your future work schedule (if you were not previously employed but need to get a 
job) accommodate the type of custody you want? 

4. How will you provide sleeping accommodations and other living space so that your 
child(ren) will feel like your home is truly their home? 

5. How will your residence impact schooling? 

6. Will you be staying in state or moving out of state?  (It may be difficult or impossible to 
relocate the children.) 

7. Will you be living in the same town as the child(ren) or moving to another town? 

8. What are the results of the “best interests of the child” test? 

9. Based on your answers to all the questions above, what custody situation is honestly the 
most reasonable? 

Checklist:  Do’s and Don’ts When You Want Custody 
Things can get ugly when you’re fighting over custody. Whether truth or fiction, allegations of 
neglect, abuse, mental instability, abuse of alcohol and drugs, and irresponsible behavior can 
come out of nowhere. Your spouse may even begin to “set you up” in order to make it appear you 
don’t really care about being a good parent at all! 

You’ll need to be on your best behavior all the time. 

Do: 
 Keep a parenting journal—record EVERY interaction you have with your child(ren), 

including date and time (This will come in handy if there is a custody dispute.) 
 

 Track spousal interactions—record a summary of every interaction you have with your 
spouse—what you both said, what you both did, when they interacted with your 
child(ren), etc.  
 

 Share information with your spouse—share important information like dates and 
times of events; phone numbers and emails; medical, educational and health related 
information; and document when and how you shared it 
 

 Be on your best behavior—the last thing you need is your spouse’s best friend recording 
a video of you yelling at your child at the local park and then posting it to Facebook! 
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 Maintain contact with your child(ren)—maintain phone, email and personal 
interactions; this is especially important if you have left the marital home and are living 
away from your child(ren) 
 

 Be positive—keep a positive attitude around your child(ren) 
 

 Child support—Once you and your spouse are separated, the spouse earning less income 
is likely to request child support and alimony retroactive to the date of separation.  Keep 
track of all monies paid to your spouse help with the support of the children and the other 
spouse.  Write checks for your payments.   If house payments, health insurance and other 
mutual expenses are paid for the family, this will go a long way in terms of satisfying your 
family support obligation, but you should get specific advice on what you should be 
paying for support.  

Don’t: 
 Make claims of mental dysfunction of you or your child(ren)—no judge wants to 

award custody to someone who is mentally unstable, nor does he want children living 
with you if they seem dysfunctional in your home while they behave perfectly well with 
your spouse 
 

 Alienate your child(ren) from the other parent—avoid conversations and statement 
that only serve to turn your children against your spouse and tear the family apart even 
more 
 

 Turn your child into a therapist—sharing your emotional burden with your child(ren) 
may seem logical because they’re going through it with you—DON’T DO IT. You’ll cause 
them greater pain and increase the likelihood of them believing that if only they could 
solve your problems they could keep the family together. If you need a therapist, hire a 
professional. 
 

 Turn your child into a messenger—don’t ask your child(ren) to pass along messages or 
to spy on your spouse; don’t ask them the details of your spouse’s activities either 
 

 Confuse custody with child support—the level of child support you receive or pay 
doesn’t necessarily correlate with the level of custody you’re awarded; talk to an attorney 
about how much child support you might expect to receive with each type of custody 

Resources:  Child Custody Battle Alternatives 
Custody can be a very hot topic for many divorcing parents. Fortunately, there are many people 
trained to help you work through your differences and come to a decision. Child custody 
mediators can work with you to reach a decision. When parents disagree about custody, the court 
may also become involved. When this happens, the court, upon the request of a party, may 
appoint a child custody evaluator to help the judge make an informed decision. Both of these 
professional resources are discussed briefly below. 
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Child Custody Mediation 
The court systems of larger jurisdictions such as Washoe County have mandatory mediation with 
court appointed mediators. However, parties can opt out for a private mediator, working towards 
a mutually agreed upon parenting plan between the parties. 

Child Custody Evaluators  
When parents cannot agree and especially when there are allegations that one or the other parent 
is unfit to be granted custody, the court may bring in child custody evaluators to observe the 
parent/child relationship. These professionals have to be court appointed.  They are often 
expensive as they may spend forty hours or more on evaluating the parents and children, and 
speaking to witnesses identified by the parties.  
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#12 Estimate Child Support 
 

A key question that goes hand in hand with custody is child support. How much will you receive? 
Or how much will you have to pay? 

In order to calculate child support, the custody arrangement must first be determined.   If one 
parent has primary physical custody, the mathematical formula is based on the paying parent's 
gross income. If the parents share joint physical custody, the formula is based on the difference 
between the incomes of the parents. 

Base Child Support Percentages  
Currently the following percentages of the non custodial parent’s gross income prior to taxes 
being withheld apply to the base child support calculation:  

One Child 18% 

Two Children 25% 

Three Children 29% 

Four Children 31% 

Each Additional Child 2% 

 

Presumptive Maximum Child Support Amounts  
Presumptive maximums are used to "cap" the maximum amount of monthly child support 
according to the paying parent's income. The current presumptive maximums, per child, effective 
until June 30, 2015, are based on the paying parent's monthly income as follows:  

Monthly Income Presumptive Maximum 
$0 to $4235 $670 
$4235 to $6351 $737 
$6351 to $8467 $806 
$8467 to $10585 $871 
$10585 to $12701 $939 
$12701 to $14816 $1005 
$14816 to Unlimited $1074 
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Other Child Support Factors  
Regardless of the base calculations and presumptive maximums, there are certain factors that can 
also affect child support amounts including, but not limited to: Private school tuition, health 
insurance, day care expenses, academic tutoring, child support payments for other children, sport 
and other extra-curricular activity costs, and special medical needs.  

Child Support is typically paid until the child reaches the age of 18, or 19 if the child is still 
attending high school.  

Would You Like to Discuss Child Support? 

If you are concerned about child support and custody issues, please call to schedule a 
consultation. I can help you evaluate the full scope of child support issues beyond the 

basic formula. 

To schedule an appointment, please call: 

(775) 455-4070 
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#13 Behave Your Best If You Want 
Custody 
 

When it comes to divorce—especially when custody is involved—things can get pretty scary. You 
don’t know what your spouse will do. You may even find them doing things you never could have 
predicted in a million years. 

Here are just a few things divorcing people have done to make their spouse look bad because they 
hoped it would help them “win” a custody battle: 

 One wife turned off the bedside alarm clock so the husband would not wake up. Left for 
work. Confirmed the children were late to school that day. Then reported to their attorney 
how irresponsible the husband was for sleeping in and not getting the kids ready for 
school nor getting them there on time. 
 

 One husband claimed the wife had been repeatedly abusing the children and enlisted the 
help of his wife’s illegal-alien niece (whom he had been sleeping with) to confirm the 
allegations in exchange for his help staying in the country. For months the wife could only 
have supervised visits with her children. 
 

 One husband waited for his wife to be late exchanging the children. When she was late, he 
called the police saying she had kidnapped the kids. When she shows up at home after 
being a few minutes late exchanging the kids, there are four police cars waiting for her. 
She loses custody. 

Things can get pretty ugly. That’s one reason it’s important to keep your Divorce Journal. 
However, keep in mind that your spouse may also be keeping a divorce journal documenting 
everything you do or don’t do when it comes to being on your best behavior. Always remember 
that anyone could be watching you and that your every move could be written down in great 
descriptive detail by your soon-to-be-ex spouse. 

 Checklist—Do’s and Don’ts When You Want Custody 
Do: 

 Do your best to work together to resolve issues with your spouse 

 Spend time with your kids to demonstrate that you do want your time with them 

 Spend time doing every day activities like homework and chores 

 Be on your best behavior everywhere you go—you never know who may be watching you 

 Learn everything you can about custody laws that affect you 
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 Follow the guidelines for keeping a Divorce Journal so that you have evidence regarding 
your own behavior and that of your spouse 

 Get guns or other weapons out of the house 

 Avoid heated arguments, especially around the children 

 Do not violate temporary custody orders 

 Provide access to the children to your spouse 

 
Don’t: 

 Threaten your spouse that they will not see the children or have them much 

 Threaten suicide 

 Threaten to take the children out of state 

 Bad mouth your spouse and try to turn your child(ren) against them 

 Talk to your friends or family members about your spouse or your case in front of your 
child(ren) 

 Ask your children about your so-to-be-ex’s activities—it’s not their job to spy for you 

 Be late for visits or pick-ups 

 Develop the habit of rescheduling parenting time 

 Use drugs, alcohol or otherwise “party” at all—it doesn’t make you look responsible 
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#14 Gather Other Significant Records 
 

If you’ve ever seen a TV show where someone gets arrested, you’ve heard the saying, “Anything 
you say can and will be used against you in a court of law.” The same goes for your divorce case. 
Anything that you’ve said, written, texted, emailed, recorded, posted to YouTube, tweeted, 
photographed and more can be used to discredit your character, call your parenting skills into 
question, and paint a picture that can put you strongly out of favor with the judge. It’s your job to 
protect yourself by gathering, managing, or otherwise eliminating harmful information. 

NOTE:  Your personal diary could be used against you.  It is NOT wise to put all your thoughts 
about your spouse, the children, or depressive or suicidal thoughts about yourself.  If there is a 
child custody battle, your journal could be at issue. 

Checklist—Significant Records to Review and Manage 
 

� Phone logs 
� Texts messages 
� Emails 
� Journal entries 
� Tweets, pins, posts—any and all social media entries 
� Social media private messages 
� Voice mail messages 
� Videos on your phone or on the internet  
� Photos 
� Address books and other contact lists 
� Phone bills that may show calls to questionable parties 
� Calendars, both online and offline 
� Medical records 
� Financial records that reflect purchases plus your location on specific dates and specific 

times (i.e., when, perhaps, you’d said you were somewhere else?) 
� Financial records regarding your or your spouse’s separate property 
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#15 Keep a Daily Divorce Journal 
 

What may seem like an insignificant event today can become a life-altering fact in your divorce 
proceedings. Many people lose track of important dates that will become very important. If your 
spouse is better at keeping track of what happened to whom and when, they will have an 
advantage over you when it comes to negotiating the terms of your divorce. By keeping your own 
divorce journal, you’ll build your own body of evidence to back up your claims before the judge. 

Checklist:  What to Record in Your Divorce Journal 
 

 Everything you do on a daily basis 
o Record details that seem both significant and insignificant 
o Be factual 
o Do NOT include your private thoughts in it as it may be used as evidence in court 

 
 Copies of communications with your lawyer 

o Everything you send your lawyer 
o Everything your lawyer sends you 
o Phone logs documenting calls with your lawyer, including dates and times 
o Summaries of verbal communications with your lawyer 
o Records of failed attempts to communicate with your lawyer 

 
 Important dates regarding the divorce itself 

o Dates prior to separation 
o Date of separation 
o Dates bank accounts are split 
o Counseling dates 
o Filing dates 

 
 Details about parenting your child(ren) 

o When and what you feed them 
o Getting up with them during the night 
o Taking them to appointments 
o Play time (i.e., play time activities, where, when and for how long) 
o Conversations you had with them 

 
 Any documentation you acquire that can back up your parenting time notes 

o Restaurant receipts showing purchase of kids’ meals 
o Other receipts showing where you were, when and what you were doing 
o Doctor’s notes or co-pay receipts 
o Pictures from play days 
o Emails, texts and voicemails 
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 Details about trading off the child(ren) with your spouse 
o Where did you meet and when 
o Were you or your spouse on time, late, cancelled 
o Emails or texts documenting parenting time plans and any changes you or your 

spouse make to those plans (i.e., “I’m running late but will be there in 30 
minutes.”) 

 
 Pictures of your parenting activities 

o Include yourself in the pictures so your involvement is documented 
o Include date and time stamps 

 
 Screen shots or scans of calendar pages that document your plans and activities 

 
 Non-parenting time activities to record where you were and when 

o Time at work 
o Time travelling 
o Leisure activities 
o Whom you were with 

 
 Your spouse’s activities 

o When they had the child(ren) or cared for them at home with you (if you are still 
living together) 

o Bills they paid or didn’t pay 
o New debts they’ve incurred 
o Property they’ve removed without permission 
o Details of inappropriate behavior in front of your child(ren) 
o Things they have done to jeopardize your parenting record (i.e., turning off your 

alarm and then reporting that you didn’t get up to take the kids to school, 
dropping your cell phone in a tall glass of water then reporting your failed to 
answer texts even when they knew your phone was out of commission, etc.) 

o Threats they have made to you or to your child(ren) 
o Any time a support payment is late 
o Any time your spouse is late for or cancels a visit with your child(ren) 

 
 Parental care activities while at home (if you are still living together) 

o Who prepared meals 
o Who took the kids to school or cared for them during the day 
o Who dressed them, bathed them, brushed their teeth, worked on potty training, 

etc. 
o How your children were not picked up at their scheduled time 

 
 Witnesses to your parenting activities 

o Did anyone visit at home while you cared for your child(ren) 
o Did you meet any friends at the park who can vouch for you 
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o Did family or friends come over for a meal with you 
o Include names and contact information  for each person in the event they are 

called as witnesses in a custody trial 
 

 Conversations with your child(ren) 
o What do you talk about with your child(ren) 
o What concerns have they expressed about the divorce 
o What did they say and when did they say it 
o If your child is just beginning to talk, what new words are they saying and when 

did they say them 
o Remember that you will not be able to say in court what your children said as that 

is hearsay and inadmissible 
 

 Conversations with your spouse 
o What did you talk about 
o Did you make any agreements 
o Were changes made to existing agreements or plans 
o What reasons were given for the changes 
o Were there any threats made 
o Did they reveal anything damaging about their activities or behaviors 

 
 Calendar 

o Keep a general section in calendar format that shows an overview of all your 
parenting time and activities; you can record the details elsewhere, but this can 
give a judge a good overview 

Resource List:  Options for Keeping a Secure Divorce Journal 
Here are several options for keeping a journal in a secure location that cannot be compromised. 
Keep in mind that security depends on you. You must password protect your computer, your 
phone, your files—EVERYTHING that contains information you want to keep secure. Do NOT use 
a password your spouse could easily guess and gain access to your records! And if you use an app, 
be sure your phone or tablet is NOT connected to your spouse’s. The last thing you need is for the 
divorce journal app you just downloaded to appear on his screen. Make sure it’s all secure! 

OPTIMAL – The Online Parenting Time Information Manager and Activity Log 
OPTIMAL is “a unique online service that can help you win custody, change custody, or reduce 
child support.” It can be used by one or both parents and is designed to deliver forms and reports 
specifically for use in presenting your case to the court. Key functions include: calendar, email, 
time tracker, journal, support money tool, and a statistics generator. Try the OPTIMAL demo free 
at www.ParentingTime.net.  
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CustodyXChange 
CustodyXChange is similar to OPTIMAL but focuses primarily on the journaling function. The 
program stamps each entry with the date and time, and allows you to add notes. The journal can 
be printed or exported to a Word or PDF file for easy emailing. Test drive their free download 
version at www.custodyxchange.com. 

 

EXCEL 
 Some parents simply create an Excel file and use the columns across the top to create specific 
categories (like the ones in the checklist). They then use the rows to record each day’s date and 
the details about what happened in each of the appropriate columns. Remember to password 
protect and back up your documents if you decide to go this route. 

 

Word or Other Word Processing Programs 
If you like to use a free flow format in a chronological order without worrying about categorizing 
your details, you can use a simple program like Microsoft Word to record your journal entries. 
Remember to password protect and back up your documents if you decide to go this route. 
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#16 Protect Your Privacy 
 

The reason to “Gather Other Significant Records” outlined in the previous chapter is to protect 
your privacy. If your divorce is highly contentious it is likely your spouse may be gathering 
information about your communications, your whereabouts at certain times, your relationships 
and your activities in general. In the digital age, much of this information is highly accessible. 
While you may previously have felt safe leaving accounts password-free, not is the time to check 
all your accounts and make sure they are very secure. 

How Your Privacy Might Be Invaded 
In addition to accessing the records listed in the previous chapter, you might be recorded by 
audio or video and your phone calls, emails, text and social media accounts could be 
compromised. With GPS tracking in so many digital devices and services like Find My iPhone, 
your whereabouts could also easily be tracked. 

Invasion of your privacy can have a profound impact on your divorce. Your divorce 
communications with your lawyer could be compromised. And communications with others 
related to your divorce could also be compromised. We all speak differently when we believe our 
communications will be confidential. In addition to the fact of the contents, the language and 
tone you use could reflect badly on you when shared publicly. 

In order to secure your accounts and protect your privacy, follow the steps outlined in the 
checklist below. 

Checklist:  How to Protect Your Privacy 
� Take an inventory of ALL computers, phones and electronic devices that your family and 

especially your children use or have access to as your accounts could be compromised if 
passwords are stored on other people’s devices 

� Inventory online accounts your family has access to, including iTunes, Netflix and 
Amazon Prime in order to download music or order merchandise that may give their 
parent or another sibling who is hostile to you access to your computer, possible one of 
the best examples being how Apple set up its Mobile Me or iCloud-based accounts. 

� Check to see what devices (i.e., iPhones, computers, laptops, tablets, etc.) are networked 
together, giving potentially hostile parties access to your data. Apple is terrific in the way 
it has created seamless interfaces among its various products so that a laptop in the home 
may be linked to a desktop, iPad or iPhone. This works great for intact families that are 
not at war but not so well in a hostile divorce. 

� Change ALL your computer and account passwords: 

o Financial, retirement and banking 

o Medical, including doctors, prescriptions, etc. 
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o Online purchasing like Amazon and other retailers 

o Online subscriptions like Netflix, Roku, HuluPlus, Microsoft, gaming, etc. 

o All social media account passwords 

o Keep all the passwords in a secure place 

o Make sure your computer does NOT auto fill your account login information! 

� Check whether your computer is set to authorize remote log-ins. Uncheck that box! 

� Check you have access to your Find My iPhone or similar service. If others have access and 
can track you, disable GPS tracking under “Settings”. 

� Take your computer and/or phone to an expert technician to look for spyware. 

� Password protect all your electronic devices. Change their passwords if they were already 
protected. 

� Get your car and your phone in your name only. 

� Think about who is able to access your voicemail accounts to listen to your messages. 
Change passwords as needed. If incoming messages from your spouse are something you 
want to use in your case, be sure to make a backup recording so that if they are deleted 
from the account, you still have a copy. 

� Password protect any significant documents on your computer such as a daily journal of 
what transpires in your divorce. 

� Backup important computer files with an automated backup system like Carbonite.  

� Caution your children against the types of comments they post on social media, send via 
email, or write in their own journals. Monitor their social media accounts so you can see 
what they are passing along about you and your behavior. 

� If your spouse has left the marital home, consider whether it would be wise to change the 
locks and/or the code to the security system. 

� Think of other ways you communicate. What other measures must you take to protect 
your privacy? 

If you anticipate a highly contentious divorce, do NOT underestimate the lengths an angry spouse 
may go to in order to make you look bad and to make your life miserable. Here’s another old 
adage that’s true:  Better to be safe than sorry. 
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#17 Restrain Your Spousal 
Communications 
 

Emails, texts and other records of communication like voicemail and answering machine 
messages are admissible evidence in court. Be careful what you say or put in writing and assume a 
judge will read everything you send to your spouse.  

Do not send significant or emotionally charged emails or texts on the same day. Create them and 
then let them sit overnight so that the emotion in them or the possible threat to the other party is 
removed until the next day. If you act without thinking, your words could be taken as a threat or, 
sometimes worse, you could unintentionally divulge important strategic information. 

Video or audio taping may be acceptable if the parent placing the devices determines that there is 
a health or safety threat to the child(ren) and that surveillance is necessary to determine if the 
other parent is placing the child(ren) in a place or situation or potential danger or harm. Assume 
that you are always being monitored and restrain your words and behaviors accordingly. 

Checklist:  Do’s and Don’ts of Spousal Communication 
Do: 

 Keep records of all your communications 

 Communicate through your attorney if it is better and more comfortable for you 

 Prepare a list of items for your attorney to cover with your spouse in order to facilitate 
quick communication and to keep costs down. 

 Be aware that misunderstandings can occur when communicating via text or email 

 Let emotionally charged messages sit overnight before hitting the send button 

 Use U.S. mail for items that must be sent via U.S. mail (i.e., relocation letters) 

 Remember that all your communications are admissible as evidence 

 Let a third party read your email or text before you send it and ask their opinion 

 Have important conversations with your spouse by phone (i.e., an emergency happening 
to your child) so as not to appear callous by sending a text message instead 

 Meet in public if you must meet in person to avoid angry or emotional confrontations 
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Don’t: 

 Use U.S. mail when time is of the essence 

 Don’t put in writing anything you wouldn’t want a judge to read 

 Communicate in person when domestic violence is a problem 

 Communicate by phone if your spouse is good at pushing your buttons; your spouse may 
be recording your conversation and could use any outbursts or admissions against you 

 Send emails or texts, or make phone calls, when you are angry 

 Don’t send texts about subjects that really require a long discussion 

 Don’t meet privately where emotions are likely to go unchecked and where there are no 
witnesses to your interactions 

 Don’t ask your attorney to communicate with your spouse about trivial matters as it will 
be expensive 
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#18 Rein in Your Social Media Posts 
 

According to Lawyers.com “81% of American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers members have 
used or encountered evidence taken from social media websites.” They also cite these statistics:1

• 66% of online divorce evidence comes from Facebook 

 

• 14% comes from MySpace 
• 5% comes from Twitter 
• 15% comes from other sources 

If you think your social media posts won’t impact your divorce proceedings, think again. They 
may even affect your future employment opportunities! 

Checklist:  Do’s and Don’ts of Social Media During a Divorce 
 

Do:   

 Ignore posts your spouse makes about you—do not respond 

 Copy what your spouse posts, print it, then block him/her 

 Unfriend people you have in common on Facebook so that they don’t pass along your 
posts to your spouse’s friends 

 Ask yourself, “What would the judge think of this?” before you post anything online 

 Tell your family and friends that you don’t want to know what your spouse is saying about 
you or in general 

 Report your spouse’s harassing posts to Facebook (or other social media outlets) or ask 
your attorney to file a cease and desist order if necessary 

 Beware what your kids are posting about you, your behavior and their activities with you 

Don’t: 

 Use social media to harass, vilify or blackmail your spouse 

 Add friends you don’t know as they may be your spouse’s spies 

 Let your friends tag you in pictures that could be defamatory 

 Don’t “stalk” your soon-to-be-ex on social media to see what they’re up to or whom they’re 
moving on to 

 Post when you’re in an emotional state, either before or after you go to court 

                                                      
1 http://blogs.lawyers.com/2013/07/divorce-and-social-media-infographic/?cid=emm:100 
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 Don’t post your spouse’s dirty little secrets for friends and relatives to see—it’s bad for 
your reputation too 

 Don’t change your status to “single” or to “seeking” anyone until your divorce is final 

 Post lewd or crude images or status updates that make you appear valueless and 
irresponsible—especially if you want custody 
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#19 Evaluate Potential Claims of Marital 
Waste 
 

A key step in the divorce process is the division of assets. Your goal is to preserve and defend the 
percentage of assets that should rightly be granted to you. One issue that can be to your benefit or 
detriment is that of “marital waste.” Marital waste refers to spending community funds in a way 
that does not benefit the community or marriage. The checklist below, though not 
comprehensive, outlines a number of expenditures that could be considered marital waste.  

Checklist:  Marital Waste 
If community funds were spent on any of the following, it could be considered marital waste: 

� gambling habit 
� drugs 
� alcoholism 
� prostitutes 
� travel, entertainment or gifts spent on unrelated third parties 
� extended family members without knowledge or consent 
� relatives that are out of the country without knowledge or consent  
� investing in speculative stock ventures 
� paying off gambling debts 
� fraudulently selling property (including the marital residence) below value 
� transferring sums to family members immediately prior to separation 
� unreasonable entertainment expenses immediately prior to separation 
� monies paid in association with criminal activities 
� giving away community assets 
� destruction of property 
� concealment of property 
� fraudulent disposition of community property 
� fraudulent disposition of joint tenancy property 

As you review the list above, keep in mind that the door swings both ways. Either you or your 
spouse could be accused of marital waste. If you believe marital waste is an issue in your divorce, 
be sure to address the matter with your attorney. 
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#20 Decide Whether to Move Out or 
Keep Your Marital Home 
 

One of the most important decisions you will make will be if and when to move out of your 
marital home. While this decision affects and is affected by your relationship and your children, 
the main question we’ll address is this section is whether or not you want to keep the home, sell 
the home, or let your spouse live in it. Finances are at the core of this decision. 

NOTE:  At the Early Case Management Conference with the judge, the court may order one of the 
parties to move out of the marital residence because of conflict.  It is often the case that parties 
are unable to live together in the marital home throughout the entire divorce.  Some parties are 
able to do so if they have respect for each other and have firm rules about the rules of the house 
as to privacy of the other’s sleeping area, etc.  

Marital Home Checklist – Financial Considerations 
In order to decide what your options are with regard to your marital home, you’ll need to answer 
the following questions: 

1. What is the current home equity? In simplified terms, the current equity is the market 
value of the home minus any outstanding debt against it, like first and second mortgages, or 
lines of credit. The amount of home equity, if any, must be agreed upon by the parties.  If 
there is a dispute, parties often agree to independent appraiser.  If both parties hire an 
appraiser, it will cost more, but it could be worth it if there is a big swing, or complex issues 
like water rights or no comparable sales, easement issues, etc.  Do NOT agree to an arbitrary 
value! You’ll risk giving away equity or not walking away with enough cash. 

If there is no equity in the home or the market value is below the loan balance on the home, a 
zero value is placed on the home.  Courts have generally determined there are benefits to the 
home that exceed the equity in the home. 

2. Can you afford to end up with the home after the divorce? First of all, you will have to 
buy out the equity owned by your spouse and be able to refinance so the loan is in your name 
only. So the more detailed questions that must be answered are: 
 

a. Can you afford to buy out your spouse’s equity? 
b. Will you be making enough money to refinance the home so the loan is in your 

name only? 
c. Once refinanced, will you be able to comfortably make the mortgage 

payments? 
 

3. Is there any separate property interest in the home? If your spouse has a separate 
property interest in the home, that interest must be purchased as well, in addition to his or her 
half of the community interest.   
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4. Whose name is on the loan?  If your spouse’s name is on the home loan, in order to retain 

the home, you will have to be able to refinance the home either immediately or some 
reasonable period of time.  If you cannot do that, you will have to sell the home after the 
divorce so that the loan is paid off.  You would be able to keep the proceeds of the sale but you 
will have borne all the costs of sale by yourself. 

 
5. How much would you walk away with if you sold the home? You need to determine how 

much cash you could walk away with after paying commissions, fees and taxes. If you sell the 
home before or during the divorce, the real estate commissions and other closing costs are 
paid from the sale of the home and the proceeds are divided accordingly. Another benefit to 
this approach is that neither party can affect the other’s credit by making late mortgage 
payments. 

 
6. What is the cost of moving and when would you move? If you decide to move, you must 

factor in the cost of moving your belongings and the timing of moving from one home to the 
other. 

 
7. How would one party or the other staying in the home affect taxes? If a homeowner lives 

in a home two out of the five years prior to sale, any capital gain on the sale would be 
deferred.  If you allow the other spouse to buy your interest in the home, that counts as a sale.  
However, if you let your spouse live in the home for several years prior to being required to 
sell it, and your name is no longer on title, you may not qualify for the deferral of the capital 
gain since you have not owned and lived in the home two of the last five years prior to sale. 
This may be carefully structured to allow you to use your spouse’s time in the home as your 
own for this purpose.  

 
8. What are the benefits of selling the home during the divorce or requiring the home to 

be sold? If a sale of an asset is anticipated or required, the tax burdens of that sale can be 
taken into consideration, and its value lowered by the amount of the tax.   

 
9. Who wants the home? If you both want the home, sealed bids or other types of bidding can 

be the way to decide. The highest bidder gets the home. 
 

10. Would you like a fresh start? You may be living a different life after the divorce. Moving 
might even make life easier. Be sure you want the maintenance involved in your home after 
your spouse is no longer there to help maintain it! 
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#21 Come to Terms with Alimony 
 

Alimony or spousal support is often misunderstood.  In order to understand alimony, it is 
important to understand the types of alimony that may be awarded and the various terms and 
circumstances that affect the determination of alimony payments. A list of vital terms is provided 
for your reference below. 

In addition to having questions about alimony terminology, you’re also probably wondering how 
much you might receive or how much you might have to pay. While there are no specific 
guidelines or calculators, a checklist of facts the court will take into account is also provided. 

Checklist:  Understanding Alimony Terminology 
 
Cohabitation.  If you are living with someone other than your spouse, this could constitute a 
change in circumstances that could change your eligibility to receive alimony and vice versa. If 
your spouse to whom you are paying alimony moves in with someone new, you could use this 
change in circumstances to modify the alimony. The test is whether the change is enough to 
constitute changed circumstances sufficient to modify the alimony.   In the cases that have been 
decided by the Nevada Supreme Court, the contributions from the third party were not significant 
enough to warrant modification of alimony, since there was no decrease in the need for alimony 
by the payee spouse.   

Discharge of Obligations. When one spouse declares bankruptcy, there may be a “discharge of 
obligations” that relieves them of their obligation to pay certain debts. A discharge of property 
obligations under a divorce decree in bankruptcy is a change in circumstances.  If you are 
concerned that your spouse may file bankruptcy, a $1.00 award of alimony should be set forth in 
the divorce decree to retain jurisdiction to increase alimony in the event the spouse paying 
alimony discharges his obligations to pay debt under the decree of divorce.   

Earning Power. In addition to what a spouse is currently making, the court may also consider 
“earning power”. Evidence of “earning power” is proper. A court may find that a payor 
intentionally holds a job below his reasonable level of skill and the court may take that into 
consideration, basing the determination of alimony on earning power rather than solely on 
current income. However, if a person cannot in good faith obtain a job equal to his skills, the 
award of alimony should be in keeping with his ability to pay.   

General Alimony.  A court may award general alimony that is “fair and just under the 
circumstances.” 

Modification of Alimony. Either party may file a motion to modify the alimony prior to the 
expiration of the alimony term if the filing spouse may show a change in circumstances.  Filing a 
modification on the part of the payee means that a change in circumstances leads the payee to 
request an increase in alimony. A modification on the part of the payor may result from a 
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decrease in income on the payor’s part or an observable change in income (or decrease in 
expenses) on the part of the payee.  

Permanent Alimony.  Permanent” alimony is alimony for which there is no termination date or 
event specified (other than the death of a party or, usually, re-marriage of the recipient). 

Prenuptial Agreement. A prenuptial agreement (a legal agreement entered into by both parties 
before they are married)may waive an individual’s right to receive alimony or may otherwise 
define it, and either limit it or increase it to an award different than what would be awarded by a 
judge. If you have signed a prenuptial agreement, check to see what it has to say about alimony. 

Principal Sum.  Lump sum alimony is a one time payment or several limited payments of 
alimony to a payee spouse.  This payment may be ordered to be made from the separate property 
of the payer.  Often times, this lump sum payment can be negotiated to be non- taxable to the 
payee nor deductible to the payer.   

Rehabilitative Alimony. If one spouse is not prepared to enter the workforce or needs 
additional training in order to be achieve a livable income, a court may award rehabilitative 
alimony for training or education for a job, career or profession unless contrary to a prenuptial 
agreement. In deciding whether to grant rehabilitative alimony, a court must explicitly consider 
whether the spouse who would pay such alimony has obtained greater job skills or education 
during the marriage, and whether the spouse who would receive such alimony provided financial 
support while the other spouse obtained job skills or education. 

Specified Payments. Alimony may be granted in either a principal sum or in specified payments.   

Taxable Nature. Alimony is generally taxable to the payee spouse and deductible to the payor, 
but it may be agreed to be nontaxable to the payee and nondeductible to the payor.   

Temporary Alimony. A court may award temporary alimony during the divorce process. 

Termination of Alimony.  Unless otherwise ordered by the court, alimony terminates in the 
event of the death of either party or the subsequent remarriage of the payee spouse.   

 

Checklist:  Facts Considered When Awarding Alimony 
There is little guidance on how much an alimony award should be or how long the stream of 
payments should last. There are, however, certain facts set forth in the Nevada Revised Statutes 
that guide the course in making such decisions.  

 The financial condition of each spouse 

 The nature and value of the respective property of each spouse 

 The contribution of each spouse to any property held by the spouses pursuant to section 
123.030 of the Nevada Revised Statutes 

 The duration of marriage 

 The income, earning capacity, age and health of each spouse 
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 The standard of living during the marriage 

 The career before the marriage of the spouse who would receive the alimony 

 The existence of specialized education or training or the level of marketable skills attained 
by each spouse during the marriage 

 The contribution of either spouse as homemaker 

 The award of property granted by the court in the divorce, other than child support and 
alimony, to the spouse who would receive the alimony 

 The physical and mental condition of each party as it relates to the financial condition, 
health and ability to work of that spouse 

 
While Nevada law outlines the facts to be considered, it gives no guidance whatsoever as to how 
to prioritize, give weight to, or apply the facts in making awards. 
 
The Nevada Supreme Court has been quite clear in noting, however, that simple “fault” or “bad 
acts” not directly causing economic harm are not to be considered in the granting or not granting 
of alimony.  

Also alimony is gender -neutral meaning a woman can be the payer or the payee spouse just like a 
man.   
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The Top 5 Reasons to Work with  
Petroni Law Group 
 

Reason #1:  Professional Experience 
Over 30 years of experience in divorce law, estate planning, probate, business and real estate 
matters allow for our firm to process your case thoughtfully and efficiently with an unobstructed 
view of all aspects of the case. 

Reason #2:  Direct Access 
At Petroni Law Group, you receive direct access to Gloria M. Petroni, including her cell phone 
number, because we know that emergencies don’t always happen during business hours. 

Reason #3:  Expertise 
Ms. Petroni is a State Bar of Nevada Certified Family Law Specialist which means that she is in the 
top echelon of family law attorneys in experience, tested legal knowledge and continuing 
education and practice requirements.  Her specialization certificate means that she can handle 
ALL divorces—from the simple to complex. Divorces that are not complex can be easily and 
inexpensively handled by Ms. Petroni, as well as the complex divorces involving high levels of 
emotion and complex issues such as tracing of separate property, and valuation of businesses and 
other assets including where both spouses wish to remain in the business. 

Reason #4:  Responsiveness 
We keep in regular contact with our clients. You will be well informed of the status of your case at 
all times. We’ll notify you of any and all settlement offers that arise, when they arise. When you 
leave a message or send us an email, we will respond promptly to your questions or concerns. 

Reason #5:  Personal Experience 
Gloria Petroni has experienced the pain divorce. In addition to her expertise, you can expect 
sympathy, understanding and creativity when it comes to providing solutions to your unique 
situation. Her personal experience with divorce gives Gloria the unique ability to see divorce from 
both sides of the table. 

Schedule a Consultation 
To schedule an initial consultation, please call Petroni Law Group at (775) 455-4070. 
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About the Author 
Gloria M. Petroni grew up on a farm in Yerington, Nevada, the 
daughter of an Italian immigrant father who came to the U.S. when he 
was sixteen and could not even order a meal at a diner because he 
knew no English. She was the first lawyer in her family. She practiced 
in California for about six months prior to practicing in Reno, Nevada 
in the areas of family law, probate, estate planning and bankruptcy. 
She has three grown daughters and enjoys outdoor sports such as 
wakeboarding, skiing, golfing and hiking and is likely to be open to 
any new travel or outdoor adventure. 

Ms. Petroni enjoys finding solutions for her clients by ascertaining 
their desires after giving them a legal framework for understanding 
their options. She believes every client is entitled to dignity and 
support from their law firm, and to know that he or she is in a safe 

place where their confidential financial matters are protected in the highest manner. 

The Petroni Law firm functions as a team so that you are never alone once you have engaged our 
services. We give you honest answers with thoughtful solutions for your individual needs. We are 
on the cutting edge of all information that will be helpful to you in assessing your options in 
Divorce, Estate Planning, Guardianship, Probate and Trust Administration. We have the common 
sense, the legal skills and the compassion to understand your case and get you the best result. 

Ms. Petroni has been practicing for over 30 years in Nevada, and is a Nevada State Bar Certified 
Family Law Specialist. 
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Testimonials 
Peer Endorsements 
 
"I've worked with Gloria in family law matters as a forensic accountant and business valuator. She 
is an excellent attorney who is great advocate for her clients and, at the same time, conducts 
herself in a professional manner. She understands many of the financial issues that I need to 
address in my role as the expert in a matter. Lastly, she is very pleasant to work with." 

- Richard T. - CPA  

Client Testimonials 

“Gloria Petroni represented me in a divorce case in which my then-husband was harassing and 
threatening me, as well as dragging the case out in court. I had been represented by a local non-
profit legal center, but when they lost their grant funding, I sought out Gloria, since a decade 
earlier; I had hired her in a different matter.”  

“Gloria was not only extremely knowledgeable in all areas of divorce/custody and related matters, 
but she was able to make the transition to the ongoing case swiftly. Moreover, she wrote 
interrogatories that were to-the-point and, ultimately, were key in the judge's decision in my 
favor. In addition, her knowledge of judges and courtroom decorum is second to none, owing to 
her lengthy experience. I highly recommend her without hesitation.” 

 –Melanie, a Divorce Client 

“Gloria represented me in a child custody case. She did an incredible job and I had to do basically 
nothing. I got everything I was looking for with her ‘aggressive’ style. I would recommend her to 
anyone.”   

–Michael, a Child Custody Client 

“I would strongly recommend Gloria Petroni as a divorce attorney. My ex-wife hired her and she 
did an outstanding job for my ex. After I fired my attorney and proceed Pro Per, I had an 
opportunity to interact with her directly, and she is extremely knowledgeable, professional and 
understanding. I would not hesitate to call her for legal advice.” 

-James H., husband of Petroni Law divorce client 
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